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• Multi-messenger science

• Deep learning transient detection

• Example analyses:

• γ-ray transients with CTA

• Neutrino point source search with IceCube & ANTARES

• Neutrino emission correlation for core-collapse SNe with IceCube & LSST
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Multi-messenger & multi-wavelength science
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• Some open questions

• What are the sources of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays 

(UHECRs)?   • Does the spectrum suggest an acceleration 
cutoff energy?


• What is the origin of the (TeV—PeV) cosmogenic neutrino 
background; of the non-blazar diffuse γ-ray background?


• What are the origins of the heavy elements?

• What are the explosion mechanisms of engine-driven SNe; 

what is the connection to GRBs?


• Wish list

• More EM associations with GW sources

• Detection of HE neutrinos (HENs) from GW/EM detected 

compact object mergers

• Solid association of HENs with […]

• Solid association of UHECR arrival directions with […]

• Better UHECR composition measurements

• …

Meszaros et al (2019) arxiv:1906.10212

https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.10212


MMS transients
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Elena Pian, Nature Astronomy 3 (2019) 24

• Leptonic and(?) hadronic acceleration 
mechanisms

• MMS ➜ explore astrophysical phenomena 

using distinct but complimentary information

• CRs are deflected by magnetic fields, but their 

associated neutrinos point directly to their 
sources


• Evidence for high-energy astrophysical neutrino 
sources (hadronic signatures)

• Association (Fermi ➜ MAGIC) of the flaring γ-

ray AGN, TXS 0506+056, with a ~0.3 PeV 
neutrino at ~3σ


• Association of the radio-emitting tidal 
disruption event, AT2019dsg, with a ~0.2 PeV 
neutrino at ~3σ

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-018-0613-y?WT.feed_name=subjects_particle-physics


VHE emission from γ-ray bursts
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• Recent first time detection of GRB afterglows the at very-high energies (Cherenkov telescopes)

• GRB 180720B - H.E.S.S. (T0 + 10 hr)

• GRB 190114C - MAGIC (T0 + 57s)

• GRB 190829A - H.E.S.S. (T0 + 4.3 hr)


• ➜ Low-luminosity GRB with possible shock-breakout + jetted prompt emission
Chad et al (2020) arxiv:2001.00648

Prompt stage Liso ~ 1048-1049 [erg s-1]

VHE γ-ray afterglow ➜ H.E.S.S.

GRB 190829A

https://arxiv.org/abs/2001.00648
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Figure 3. Cosmic-ray and neutrino observables corresponding to a parameter space point describing both UHECR and neutrino
data at the highest energies (denoted by the stars in Fig. 2, L = 1046.8erg s�1, R = 109 km, with ⇠A ⇡ 10). Upper right panel:
Predicted muon neutrino spectrum from LL-GRBs and cosmogenic neutrinos, compared respectively to the data from the
High Energy Starting Events (HESE) and the Through Going Muons (TGM) at IceCube (Kopper, C. et al. 2017) and to the
cosmogenic limits from IceCube (Aartsen et al. 2016) and GRAND (Fang et al. 2017). Upper left panel: Simulated energy
spectrum of UHECRs, multiplied by E3; and its (extragalactic) components from (groups of) di↵erent nuclear species (thin,
groups defined as in Fig. 1). The orange dashed curve represents the sub-ankle component (which may be of Galactic origin),
while the solid orange curve represents the extragalactic one. For comparison, the Auger data points from Valiño, I. et al. (2015)
are shown. Lower panels: Predictions (sub-ankle and extragalactic, thick black curve, and extragalactic-only, thin orange curve)
and data (Porcelli, A. et al. 2015) on the average (left) and standard deviation (right) of the Xmax distributions as a function of
the energy. For predictions, EPOS-LHC (Pierog et al. 2015) is assumed as the interaction model for UHECR-air interactions.

nuclei (populated cascade). For extremely high radiation densities the source becomes opaque to photo-hadronic
interactions of nucleons (optically thick case), such that most of the baryonic energy is stored in protons and neutrons.
We also show the point Z corresponding to R = 1010 km and LX = 1047 erg s�1, as the representative point in the
parameter space used in Zhang et al. (2018). In the right panel of Fig. 2 we show the result of the fit of the cosmic-ray
spectrum and composition. The region of the parameter space, where the cosmic-ray data are best reproduced, clearly
follows the contour of the maximum energy Emax ⇡ 109.7 GeV in the source, depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.
In the left panel of Fig. 2 we superimpose the region where the source neutrino flux is within 1� from the IceCube
PeV data points (Kopper, C. et al. 2017). This region clearly shows that, in order to account for the IceCube flux, a
moderate level of disintegration in the source is implied.
The cosmic-ray and neutrino observables corresponding to the parameter space point describing both data sets are

shown in Fig. 3. With the same parameters describing the CR data, the neutrino flux is found to be within the
expectation for the through going muons at IceCube (Kopper, C. et al. 2017). Note that the shape of the neutrino
spectrum does not perfectly describe the neutrino data points, which may be an e↵ect of the limited statistics in
neutrinos, or additional contributions to the neutrino flux, such as a Galactic component (Palladino & Winter 2018).
The required emissivity to fit the UHECR data is Lej = 5.1⇥ 1045 ergMpc�3 yr�1, that corresponds to the injected

Linj = 3.7⇥ 1046 ergMpc�3 yr�1 (both quantities have been calculated above 1016 eV). The baryonic loading required
at the best fit is ⇠A ⇠ 10, if we take into account the local rate of LL-GRBs obtained in Liang et al. (2007). Interestingly,
this is consistent with pioneering predictions (Waxman & Bahcall 1997), and it is substantially smaller than what found

Low luminosity GRBs
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• Physical origins

• ~1% of SN Ic, broad-line relativistic SNe

• Possible connections to choked jets & shock-breakouts

• Possible association with UHECRs & neutrinos


• Phenomenology

• Typically having isotropic-equivalent luminosities, 1046 < Lγ,iso < 1048-50 

[erg s-1]  • Low peak X-ray & Lorentz factor values • Only ~15 known 
events associated with SNe


• Expected high event rates ➜ probe SNe & GRB physics • Targets for 
serendipitous γ-ray detection

Liang et al (2007) arxiv:0605200 
S

un et al (2015) arxiv:1509.01592

! Advances in Astronomy

(SBO) ["#, $!–!#] (see aswell Section %). It was demonstrated
by [!&, !'] that a key observable of !!GRBs are their single-
peaked, smooth, nonvariable "-ray LCs compared to the
more erratic "-ray LCs of jetted-GRBs, which become so(er
over time. It was shown by [!#] that an SBO is likely present
in all LGRB events, but for any realistic con)guration the
energy in the SBOpulse is lower bymany orders ofmagnitude
compared to those observed in the GRB prompt emission
(#SBO = 1044–1047 erg, for reasonable estimates of the ejecta
mass and progenitor radii). *ese low energies (compared
with #!,iso) suggest that relativistic SBOs are not likely to be
detected at redshi(s exceeding $ % 0.1. In cases where they
are detectable, the SBO may be in the form of a short pulse
of photons with energies >&MeV. Inspection of the #" values
in Table ' shows that only a few events have photons with
peak "-ray energies close to this value: GRB &+#!#!Bhas#" %800 keV ["']; however suspected !!GRBs #!#'&, and &##"&!D
only have #" = 5 keV and "# keV, respectively. It should be
noted that while the SBO model of [!#] successfully explains
the observed properties (namely, the energetics, temperature,
and duration of the prompt emission) of GRBs %,#+'$,
#"&'#", #!#'&,, and &##"&!D, their SBOorigins are still widely
debated [!", !+], with no )rm consensus yet achieved.

*ermal, black body (BB) components in UV and X-
ray spectra have been detected for several events, including
GRB #!#'&, (X-ray: &' = 0.17 keV, time averaged from
)rst &#,### s, [$,]); GRB &##"&!D (X-ray: &' = 0.14 keV,
time averaged from &++–-"- s, [!$]); GRB #%#!&, (X-ray:&' = 0.3–1 keV up to )rst '$## s, [!!]); GRB &#&'&%B (X-ray:&' = 0.2 keV, [!-]); and GRB &'#+''A (UV: &' = 16 eV at
observer-frame ( ) (0 = 0.054 d, [+&]). A sample of LGRBs
with associated SNe was analysed by [!,] who found that
thermal components were present in many events, which
could possibly be attributed to thermal emission arising from
a cocoon that surrounds the jet [!%] or perhaps associated
with SBO emission. Reference [!-] analysed a larger sample
of LGRBs and found that, for several events, a model that
included a BB contribution provided better )ts than absorbed
power laws. Reference [-#] found that, in their sample of
', LGRBs, eight had evidence of thermal emission in their
X-ray spectra, indicating such emission may be somewhat
prevalent. However, the large inferred BB temperatures (&'
ranging from #.&! keV for #!#'&, to ".' keV for #!&##-, with
an average of %& keV) indicates that the origin of the thermal
emissionmay not be a SBO.Moreover, the large superluminal
expansions inferred for the thermal components instead
hint at a connection with late photospheric emission. In
comparison, some studies indicate a SBO temperature of *
& keV [-&], while [!#, -'–-+] showed that for a short while the
region behind the shock is out of thermal equilibrium, and
temperatures can reach as high as *$# keV.

*e radius of the )tted BB component o.ers additional
clues. References [$,, $%] derived a BB radius of $–,+ &#12 cm
for GRB #!#'&,; [!$] found %, + &#11 cm for GRB &##"&!D;
[+&] found %- + &#13 cm for GRB &'#+''A; and [-$] derived
a radius of %% + &#13 cm for GRB &+#!#!B.*e radii inferred
for GRBs #!#'&,, &'#+''A, and &+#!#!B are commensurate
with the radii of red supergiants ('##–&$##R#), while that
measured for GRB &##"&!D is similar to that of the radius of a
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F/0123 -: *e positions of GRBs, SNe Ibc, and GRB-SNe in the#K-,- plane ["', -,–,&]. Ordinary SNe Ibc are shown in green,!!GRBs in blue, relativistic SNe IcBL in purple, and jetted-GRBs in
red. Squares are used for the slow-moving SN ejecta, while circles
represent the kinetic energy and velocity of the nonthermal radio-
emitting ejecta associated with these events (e.g., the GRB jet). *e
velocities were computed for ( ) (0 = 1 day (rest-frame), where
the value ,- = 1 denotes the division between relativistic and
nonrelativistic ejecta. *e solid lines correspond to (green) ejecta
kinetic energy pro)les of a purely hydrodynamical explosion #K .(,-)$5.2 [$-, ,', ,"]; (blue/purple dashed) explosions powered by
a short-lived central engine (SBO-GRBs and relativistic IcBL SNe
'##%bb and '#&'ap: #K . (,-)$2.4); (red) those arising from a
long-lived central engine (i.e., jetted-GRBs; #K . (,-)$0.4 [,+]).
Modi)ed, with permission, fromMargutti et al. [-,, ,&].

blue supergiant (/'$R#).*ese radii, which are much larger
than those expected for Wolf-Rayet (WR) stars (of order a
few solar radius to a few tens of solar radii), were explained
by these authors by the presence of a massive, dense stellar
wind surrounding the progenitor star, where the thermal
radiation is observed once the shock, which is driven into
the wind, reaches a radius where the wind becomes optically
thin. An alternative explanation for the large BB radii was
presented by [-!] (see aswell [--]), where the breakout occurs
in an extended (0 = 100R#) low-mass (#.#&M#) envelope
surrounding the preexplosion progenitor star. *e origin of
envelope is likely material stripped just prior to explosion,
and such an envelope is missing for high-luminosity GRB-
SNe [--].

For a given GRB-SN event there are both relativistic and
nonrelativistic ejecta, where the former is responsible for
producing the prompt emission, and the latter is associated
with the SN itself. *e average mass between the two
components is large: the ejecta mass of a GRB-SN is of order
'–,M#, while that in the jet that produces the "-rays is
of order 10$6 M#, based on arguments for very low baryon
loading [,,]. A GRB jet decelerates very rapidly, within a few
days, because the very low-mass ejecta is rapidly swept up
into the comparatively larger mass of the surrounding CSM.
Conversely, SNe have much heavier ejecta and can be in free-
expansion for many years or even centuries. Measuring the
amount of kinetic energy associated with each ejecta compo-
nent can o.er additional clues to the explosion mechanisms
operating in these events. Figure - shows the position of SNe

Purely hydrodynamical Long-lived engine

Cano et al (2016) arxiv:1604.03549Boncioli et al (2018) arxiv:1808.07481

https://arxiv.org/abs/astro-ph/0605200
https://arxiv.org/abs/1509.01592
https://arxiv.org/abs/1604.03549
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.07481


MMS transient detection
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• MMS observations 
• Strategies


• Real-time detection of signals in multiple channels

• Near- and late-time follow-up for direct association of events

• Archival stacking/population studies

• Correlation of multiple low-significance observables, which combined may result in meaningful detections


• Challenges

• Uncertainties on instrument simulations (e.g., detector efficiency)

• Uncertainties on physical backgrounds (e.g., galactic foregrounds)

• Precise modelling of observing conditions (e.g., clouds, night-sky background)

• Subtraction of artefacts (e.g., stars, satellites)

• Extremely quick follow-up with multiple MMS/MWL facilities is necessary


• Machine learning anomaly detection approach 
• Training exclusively with real data ➜ mitigates systematics (no imperfect simulations used)

• Does not require explicit physical modelling of perspective sources (generally not well constrained)

• Facilitates data-fusion of inputs from different experiments

• Extremely fast for evaluation, enabling quick response and coordination between facilities
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• Two methodologies for source detection 
• Anomaly detection


• Train an RNN to predict a time-series of the expected background

• Compare the predictions to the true time series ➜ identify a transient event as an anomalous flare


• Classification

• Train an RNN to classify a time series as background or signal, using labels

• Training requires both background data and signal data (➜ introduces some model dependence)


• Calibration pipeline 
• The results are calibrated statistically ➜ significance / p-value estimates for discovery

Recurrent neural networks for transient detection

Sadeh (2020) arxiv:2005.06406

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.06406
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• Example for the Cherenkov telescope array (CTA) 
• Methodology


• Train an RNN to predict a time-series of γ-ray event counts (binned in time & energy bins)

• Add “auxiliary” input data, which affect the γ-ray rates (e.g., zenith of observation)

• Compare the predictions to the true γ-ray rates, and identify a transient event as an anomalous flare


• Training strategy

• Anomaly detection: training exclusively on background data ➜ no-source in the region of interest; data 

potentially scrambled in time

• Classification: also use simulations of GRBs ➜ simple spectral and temporal templates

γ-ray transients



Significance calibration for anomaly detection
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• In this example, the outputs of the RNN are γ-ray event counts in 6 energy bins 

• Calibration procedure

•Calculate a test statistic (TS) for each metric (based on the normalised difference 
between the RNN predictions and the ground truth)


•Map TS ➜ p-values from TS distribution

•Derive combined TS from the logarithms of individual p-values

•Map combined TS ➜ combined p-value from distribution


• The combined TS distribution is compared to the expected background hypothesis



Significance calibration for classification
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• In this example, the output of the RNN is a classification estimator, ζdec

• ζdec is evaluate for the background and signal samples individually

• The TS is derived from the ratio of the distributions as a function of ζdec

• TS ➜ p-value mapping is based on Wilks’ theorem



Serendipitous γ-ray transient detection
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• Methodology

• Shown here for a sample with expected properties for LL-GRBs, assuming either simple power-law (PL) or 

exponentially cutoff spectral PL models.

• The reference detection rate (ctools) indicates a likelihood-based method, implemented as part of the ctools 

software package for CTA simulations

• Main takeaways

• When simple PL models are fit the the data, both RNN methods perform better than the likelihood approach

Sources modelled as 
exponentially cutoff PLs

Sources modelled 
as simple PLs



Neutrino point source search
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• Anomaly detection search for point sources in IceCube & ANTARES public datasets 
• Methodology


• Data from the two observatories are combined into a single RNN

• Data are binned in 1-day intervals

• Reference background dataset derived from same dataset, scrambled in arrival time and R.A.

• RNN inputs are defined as neutrino event densities

• TS ➜ p-value mapping includes trials correction (spacial and temporal)


• Results

• No source found (best post-trials significance ➜ 1.6σ)

• No correlation found between IceCube & ANTARES


• Main takeaways

• No need to explicitly define the atmospheric 

neutrino background rates

• No need to explicitly model the relative response 

between the two experiments

• Trial factors are automatically taken into account 

as part of TS calibration Pre-trials p-values
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Figure 3. Results of the correlation analysis between neutrinos and CC-SNe. (A)-(B): The top 1% (most
significant) of the distribution of p-values, p⌫-Ice, for neutrinos associated with individual SNe (not corrected for trials), (A) as a
function of the redshift, z; and (B) as a function of the energy of a source deposited into cosmic rays, ECR. The dashed–dotted
horizontal lines highlight the value corresponding to the pre-trials 5� detection significance of a single event. The combined
values of p⌫-Ice from di↵erent samples of SNe serve as the basis for the stacking analysis. (C): Post-trials p-values, p⌫-SN, for the
stacked sample of neutrinos, as a function of the maximal redshift of observed SNe included in the analysis, zmax. Dashed and
full lines, respectively, correspond to �min

SN = 5� and 3� for the optical detection threshold for individual SNe. The dashed–dotted
horizontal line in the top panel highlights the value corresponding to 5� significance for the stacked search. As indicated, we
consider 5 and 10 yr LSST surveys, where it is assumed that all SNe have ECR = 2.5 · 1052 erg. The three panels illustrate the
results for di↵erent values of fjets, the fraction of SNe for which neutrino emission is observable. In general, fjets ⌧ 1 is expected
for beamed emission, and fjets ⇠1 for shock breakouts. (D): The sensitivity of the stacking analysis, expressed as the minimal
value of fjets, for which � 5� detection is achievable. Di↵erent values of ECR are compared in the three panels, where dashed
and full lines, respectively, correspond to �min

SN = 5� and 3�.
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SN = 5� and 3�.

Neutrino / SNe correlation study
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• Methodology

• Simulate observations for different LSST 

survey profiles

• Detect SNe from the optical sims

• Correlate with neutrino densities in spatio-

temporal coincidence with the expected 
explosion time of the SNe


• Main takeaways

• Alternative to direct association (no need for 

individual VHE neutrino trigger)

• Trial factors are automatically taken into 

account as part of TS calibration

• No need for explicit combined likelihood 

formulation of the optical ⊕ neutrino signals

• RNN is also used to derive limits in case of 

non-detection

• Anomaly detection search for neutrino emission (IceCube) correlated with core-collapse SNe (LSST)



Closing remarks
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• Anomaly detection enables minimally-biased detection of transients ➜ most of the usual simulations & 
modelling for such analyses are not explicitly needed


• Simple neural network architectures are sufficient in many cases ➜ no need to parameter tuning


• Searches may be conducted on different time scales, and are robust to missing data


• The outputs of the network are consistently mapped to p-values for source detection ➜ no need for explicit 
likelihood formulations of individual / combined experiments


• It is relatively simple to combine multiple signals of different types into a single network, which internally models 
the join probability of the background-only hypothesis  • In case of complicated signals (e.g., GW waveforms), 
standalone networks may be combined  • Similarity for SN classifiers, etc. …


• The same network may also be used to derive limits on none-detection


• The quick response of the network facilitates efficient follow-up alert generation



